Scanno (Abruzzo) Italy ‐ Village of 1,500 people in the Abruzzo National Park (Central Italy)

Lago di Scanno with 9,000 ft Mt Argatone in distance

The village of Scanno seen from ski area

Village looking towards Lago di Scanno 5 km away in valley

Winter – snow even in June – cool Summer, long Winter

Morning of April 10, 2013

Morning of April 9, 2013
Two views from the balcony of our little apartment. The mountains of the high Abruzzo loom more than 1,000
meters above Scanno – the April weather changes in minutes – storming clouds with snow on the peaks – and then
perfect sunshine. Wild deer (“Cervi”) come down the mountainside to drink at dawn in the Sagittario which flows
150 meters below us. The boundary of the Abruzzo National Park is the river below. The Park has Southern
Europe’s largest natural populations of wild wolves and bears.
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http://www.lapiazzadiscanno.it/news/2014/maggio/cartolina7m.asp

These wild wolves are on the mountainside directly above our
apartment. I wish I had seen them - but just to know they were
is marvelous.

Monte Genzana from our balcony – dusted with a May
snowstorm in the night

The wolf pack on previous page is
crossing the high slopes above us.
The wolves regularly pass along the slope
across from our balcony. The dogs in the
valley below us go nuts and our little Pug
Jane joins in. More often than wolves, our
bears (Orso Marsicano) raid the chicken
coops on the slope below us. Always around
3 am !! The Forest Rangers pay the farmers
for each shredded chicken (better than market price - so a good deal all around).
These are among Italy's last wild bears and Europe's
last packs of wolves south of Scandinavia - so they are
a precious resource and carefully protected.

